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PREMIUM TOUGHENED GLASS
WITHOUT IMAGE DISTORTION 



With innovative production technology
Roller waves effect was eliminated

PREMIUM
TOUGHENED GLASS

Until now, an inevitable element of the glass 
toughening process was an undulation in the 
glass as well called 'roller waves' that distorted 
the image reflected in façades. This distortion 
was reduced by directional toughening, 
enabling an increased level of regularity and 
improving the visual effect. However, this 
problem has now been completely solved 
with a new type of toughened glass, PREMIUM 
TOUGHENED GLASS.

ADVANTAGES OF PREMIUM 
TOUGHENED GLASS
- no visible waviness due to the rolls or other
 local image distortions
- screen printing possible on the solar control
 coated glass, on the side without a coating
- heat treatment possible from thicknesses of
 2.30 mm

HOW IS PREMIUM 
TOUGHENED GLASS MADE
Toughened glass traditionally had local 
distortions formed during relocation of glass 
by the rolls used during hardening in the 
furnace. PREMIUM TOUGHENED GLASS           
technology involves replacing the rolls with an 
air bag, on which the glass panel is placed at 
an angle, while the rolls only touch the panel 
along one side. The flatness of PREMIUM 
TOUGHENED GLASS glass is in fact the same as 
that of float  annealed glass. 



APPLICATIONS OF PREMIUM 
TOUGHENED GLASS
PREMIUM TOUGHENED GLASS is designed,
in particular, for façades where it is necessary 
to use tempered safety glass, in all the places 
where the surrounding architecture and 
greenery reflects in the glass surface.
The absence of local distortions is visible in
façades in city buildings. It is where they are
seen most. In an image reflected in the
toughened glass traditionally, straight lines
wave, and form curves and reduce the aesth- 
etic effect of the entire building.

PREMIUM TOUGHENED 
GLASS OFFERING INCLUDES 
GLASS
- in laps or combined in one or two chamber
 units
- with holes or cut-outs
- with bevelled, ground or polished sides
- rectangular, polygonal and arch-shaped
- enamelled
- convered with screen printing

Scan QR code
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the newest offer

A – PREMIUM
       TOUGHENED GLASS

B – traditionally toughened C – annealed

Toughening type Glass thickness [mm] Minimum panel dimensions [mm] Maximum panel dimensions [mm]

PREMIUM TOUGHENED GLASS 3

4-8

180 x 500 1700 x 3500

1700 x 5000

Straight line pattern

Comparison of reflected images



We constantly modify our manufacturing 
processes and change habits to limit the 
negative effect on the environment. In order to 
facilitate the changes, we have adopted ISO 
14001, the worldwide management system 
for environmental protection.

We kindly request you to minimize the 
negative effect of this leaflet on the 
environment by using it multiple times. Please 
recycle the used leaflet, using the waste 
sorting method. Thanks to that, the materials 
can be used again.
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We make every effort to ensure that all material presented 
is current at the time of publication.
Due to continuous product development, our latest offer 
may differ from the one shown herein.

Our plants are audited by acknowledged certification bodies, 
including: 

www.pressglass.com

BCCA


